MR-5000 Combustion System
An essential part of the System 500 family of products for the
forehearth and distributor, delivering optimum performance in terms
of temperature stability, energy efficiency, flexibility and safety.

Multi-ratio Mixer
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The position of the plunger located
in the gas inlet controls the flow of
gas entering the mixer.
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As the mixer carriage
rotates, the position of the
adjustment screws on the
strip cam determines the
position of the plunger.
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Movement of the
actuator (not shown)
rotates the mixer
carriage.
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The port valve in the combustion air
supply opens simultaneously with
the rotation of the mixer carriage,
adjusting the flow of combustion air
entering the mixer.

5
The combustion air passes through
the centre of the orifice plate, the
gas passes around it, and both
are then entrained together and
thoroughly mixed in the venturi tube.

Key Feature 1

MI

The system is designed to provide a constant and
stable air to gas ratio throughout the firing range.

the air and gas are correctly proportioned at each
position.

The system uses a multi-ratio mixer that enables
the air and gas to be proportioned by means of
an adjustable cam and then thoroughly mixed
together in a venturi tube. The mixer carriage
contains a number of adjustable screws that act
upon a strip cam. As the carriage rotates, the
position of the strip cam adjusts the position of
a plunger that controls the flow of gas entering
the mixer. The screws are set (at the time of
commissioning or during routine maintenance) at
multiple positions throughout the firing range so

As the mixer carriage rotates and the flow of gas
is adjusted by the position of the plunger in the
gas supply, the flow of combustion air entering
the mixer is also simultaneously adjusted by the
positioning of the port valve in the combustion air
supply.
The combustion air then passes through the centre
of the orifice plate, the gas passes around it, and
the two are then entrained together and thoroughly
mixed in the venturi tube.
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Key Feature 2

Linearity of flow through PSR mixer.
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Linear flow output provides consistent
temperature control at all firing levels.

Percentage of Flow
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At the development stage for the MR-5000
combustion system we tested the flow through the
mixer over its output range and found that it did
not deliver a suitably linear output. We therefore
carried out modifications to the profile of the port
valve until it provided an almost perfectly linear
flow rate over the firing range as is illustrated in
the graph to the left.
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Key Feature 3

Turn down ratios of high and low
pressure firing systems.

Good turn down ratio allows a high level of control.

Thermal Output / Flow Rate
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The MR-5000 combustion system is a high
pressure firing system with a manifold pressure
between 1.25 - 50 millibar (0.5” - 20” WG). This
provides an excellent turn-down ratio with a wide
thermal output range. By comparison, a typical low
pressure firing system with a manifold pressure
range between 1.25 - 15 millibar (0.5” - 6” WG)
would have a significantly narrower thermal output
range as is illustrated in the graph to the left.

Key Feature 4
Safety is a priority.
Every PSR combustion system is designed and
assembled with safety as a priority and satisfies,
or exceeds, all current European (or US as
appropriate) safety legislation. Warning panels are
provided to monitor safety conditions and enable
easy fault diagnostics. Manual re-set procedures
ensure operators must react appropriately to
safety shut off alarms.

Key Feature 5
Ease of installation and operation.
Combustion systems from PSR are preassembled,
skid mounted, and fully wired and tested in our
factory prior to despatch. This ensures that all
the components are correctly installed and safe
to operate and reduces the time, manpower and
expense of carrying this work out on site. The
combustion manifolds and cross pipes are also
pre-piped for quick and easy assembly on site.

Key Feature 6
Ceramic burners.
Every new combustion system from PSR is now
supplied with burners equipped with ceramic
nozzles.
These are manufactured from high strength,
dense 95% alumina refractory material and their
lower thermal conductivity and higher operating
temperatures prevent the build-up of condensates
around the nozzle, eliminating the need for regular
burner maintenance and maintaining combustion
efficiency. They are also available for conversion
of existing forehearth burners of PSR design or
compatible alternate designs.
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